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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of classification

of user sessions in an online store into two classes: buying

sessions (during which a purchase confirmation occurs) and

browsing sessions. As interactions connected with a purchase

confirmation are typically completed at the end of user ses-

sions, some information describing active sessions may be ob-

served and used to assess the probability of making a pur-

chase. The authors formulate the problem of predicting buy-

ing sessions in a Web store as a supervised classification prob-

lem where there are two target classes, connected with the

fact of finalizing a purchase transaction in session or not, and

a feature vector containing some variables describing user

sessions. The presented approach uses the k-Nearest Neigh-

bors (k-NN) classification. Based on historical data obtained

from online bookstore log files a k-NN classifier was built

and its efficiency was verified for different neighborhood sizes.

A 11-NN classifier was the most effective both in terms of

buying session predictions and overall predictions, achieving

sensitivity of 87.5% and accuracy of 99.85%.

Keywords—data mining, e-commerce, k-Nearest Neighbors,

k-NN, log file analysis, online store, R-project, supervised classi-

fication, Web mining, Web store, Web traffic, Web usage mining.

1. Introduction

Electronic commerce has gained tremendous popularity
in recent years, especially in the area of Business-to-
Consumer (B2C) trade, completed through Web stores.
A still increasing number of online customers and their
heterogeneous needs motivate online retailers to search for
ways of predicting e-customer behavior and providing them
with customized service. Especially valuable would be the
ability to identify potential or future buyers as it could
make it possible to enforce different personalized service
strategies, e.g., by offering special discounts to encourage
undecided visitors to buy or by presenting them with com-
plementary products to increase online sales.
The problem of analyzing Web user behavior and antici-
pating their needs has been intensively explored. Various
approaches have been proposed in the literature to discover
hidden patterns in user navigation paths and online pur-
chase transactions [1]–[4], as well as to identify users with
high purchasing intentions and predict online sales [5]–[9].
This study fits into this research area by addressing the

problem of predicting online purchases. Authors propose
an approach to classify user sessions in online store into
buying sessions and browsing sessions based on some ses-
sion features using a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a brief background on k-NN classification. Section 3
discusses related work on application of k-NN classifiers in
e-commerce environment. Section 4 presents a methodol-
ogy underlying the presented approach and Section 5 dis-
cusses the performance evaluation of the approach using
data from a real online store. The final Section 6 provides
some concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2. K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier

A k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is a supervised learning
technique often used in pattern recognition for classifica-
tion, although it can also be used for estimation and pre-
diction [10]. A k-NN classifier is memory-based (instance-
based) and requires no model to be fitted, it is also con-
ceptually simple. No explicit training procedure is required
for the set of observations apart from collecting vectors of
features with labels of classes they belong to. All inten-
sive computations are performed at classification, which in-
volves two steps for each test observation: finding k nearest
neighbors among the observations in a training set and per-
forming a majority voting among the retrieved k neighbors
to assign the most frequent class label among them [11].

Let {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be the training set of obser-
vations, where xi is a vector of features and yi is a class
label of xi. We assume that every xi is in some multidimen-
sional feature space with a metric ρ and yi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l},
where l is the number of considered classes, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The task is to assign an unlabeled vector x to a proper tar-
get class from {1, 2, . . . , l}. The simplest version of k-NN
algorithm is the nearest neighbor rule (1-NN) which as-
signs x to the class of its closest neighbor. It means that
if x j, for some j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}, is the nearest to x in the
sense of distance ρ , i.e.:

x j = arg min
{xi,1≤i≤n}

ρ(x, xi) , (1)

then the rule labels x the number yi. The k-NN method
for k > 1 is a natural extension of the foregoing rule. It
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classifies x by assigning it the label which is most frequently
represented among the k nearest training points xi, where
k is a user-defined constant. Thus, a decision is made by
examining class labels of the k nearest neighbors and taking
a majority vote.
The 1-NN rule usually classifies with an error rate greater
than the minimum possible one – the Bayes rate. How-
ever, when the number of observations n tends to infinity,
the error rate is not worse than twice the Bayes rate. For
more details and discussion on the k-NN classification see
e.g. [12] and [13].
The most common similarity measure (distance measure)
between observations is the Euclidean metric. The Eu-
clidean distance between two J-dimensional vectors a and
b is expressed by the formula:

da,b =

√

√

√

√

J

∑
j=1

(a j −b j)2 . (2)

Additional metrics which can be used as distance measures
are, e.g., standardized Euclidean, weighted Euclidean, Ma-
halanobis, Minkovsky, and Chebyshev distances, or in the
case of a discrete type of data – a Hamming distance.
Huge advantages of the k-NN algorithm, especially impor-
tant in practical applications, are its great scalability, lin-
ear computational complexity, robustness to data sparseness
and skewed target class distribution, and interpretable target
class predictions [11]. The k-NN method has been success-
fully applied in a large number of classification problems,
like handwriting detection, gene expression, EKG patterns
or satellite image scene detection. It has also been applied
to some problems related to WWW and e-commerce, which
are briefly reviewed in the Section 3.

3. Related Work

The most popular application area of the k-NN method in
the e-commerce environment has been recommender sys-
tems. Generally, product recommendation methods in on-
line stores may be divided into content-based recommen-
dation and collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation.
Content-based recommendation methods are based on the
similarity of products (item profiles are built). On the other
hand, CF recommender systems try to assess the utility of
items for a given customer based on the items connected
with other, similar users (user profiles are built) [14].
A traditional CF method is similarity-based, i.e., products
to be recommended to a particular user are selected based
on product preferences of a group of their nearest neighbors
(with preferences similar to those of the target user) [15].
A comprehensive survey of CF techniques, divided into
memory-based, model-based, and hybrid CF algorithms
have been discussed in [16].
A key task in CF recommender systems is computing the
all-to-all similarity between customers in order to form the
neighborhood for a particular customer, i.e., a group of the
most similar customers in terms of preferences, tastes, and

purchase patterns. The proximity between two e-customers
in conventional CF methods has been the most frequently
measured using the Pearson correlation coefficient [15],
[17]–[19] or the cosine metric [11], [17]. Many exten-
sions to the standard correlation-based and cosine-based
techniques have been proposed, including default voting,
inverse user frequency, case amplification, and weighted-
majority prediction [14].

The most popular method for neighborhood formation is
a center-based scheme, that forms a neighborhood for a par-
ticular customer by simply selecting the k nearest other cus-
tomers. Other methods may be applied as well, e.g., in the
case of very sparse data sets an aggregate neighborhood
scheme may be applied, which allows the nearest neigh-
bors to affect the process of a neighborhood formation for
a particular customer [17].

Two main techniques are generally used to determine the
neighborhood size [18]. The first one is a correlation-

thresholding technique, in which the nearest neighbors are
customers with absolute correlates greater than a given
threshold. The second technique is a best-k-neighbors tech-
nique, in which the best k correlates are selected for the
neighbors. In practice, the value of k is often determined
experimentally.

Many improvements have been proposed for CF recom-
mendation in e-commerce. Some studies have used the
fact that a low-dimensional space is less sparse than the
corresponding high-dimensional space and thus, they have
applied dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) to generate a low-dimensional
feature space in which the neighborhood has then been
formed [17]. In [18] a CF-based recommendation method-
ology based on Web usage mining and product taxonomy
was proposed to address the sparseness and scalability
problems of CF recommender systems. The product taxon-
omy was used to improve the performance of searching for
nearest neighbors through dimensionality reduction of the
rating database. Jiang et al. [19] proposed a clustering-
based k-NN approach which combines the k-NN and
the iterative clustering algorithm. The iterative clustering
approach allows them to solve the data sparseness prob-
lem by fully exploiting the voting information first. Then,
a cluster-based k-NN is applied to improve the perfor-
mance of CF.

Other application areas of the k-NN method in the e-com-
merce environment besides recommender systems have
been based on the Web contents analysis. In [20] a method
for e-commerce website trust assessment based on the
analysis of textual contents and page layout was proposed.
Two approaches were applied to construct a feature vec-
tor for each analyzed document: in a baseline approach
all words extracted from the document were used and in
a EC-word approach the extracted words were mapped into
the meaningful groups of e-commerce terminology. Then,
three different methods were applied to classify the text into
a proper trust level class: k-NN, Naı̈ve Bayes, and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) based on Sequential Minimal Op-
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timization (SMO) training. The k-NN method was used to
find k nearest neighbors of the analyzed document in the
training set of documents using the Euclidean distance as
a similarity measure. The categories of the nearest neigh-
bors were used to determine the resultant trust level class.
Results of k-NN classification were good, although a bit
worse than SVM results.
In [11] the k-NN method was used in a hierarchical ap-
proach to the problem of large-scale text-based item cate-
gorization on an e-commerce site (a major online auction
site). Categorization of items in very large datasets was for-
mulated as a supervised classification problem where the
categories are the target classes and words composing some
textual description of the items are the features. The clas-
sification problem was decomposed into a coarse level task
and a fine level task. The coarse level classifier was re-
sponsible for classifying items into so-called latent groups.
A simple and scalable k-NN classifier for the reduced fea-
ture space was applied at this level. The similarity between
items was measured using the cosine metric and the item
was assigned to the class with the majority votes of its
k nearest neighbors. On the other hand, the fine level clas-
sifier was responsible for assigning items to the right class
(category) in a given latent group. To this end, an SVM
classifier was applied for all latent groups for the original
latent group feature space.
To the best of authors knowledge, the problem of k-NN
classification of e-customer sessions in terms of a purchase
confirmation has not been investigated so far. This work
is a continuation of authors previous studies on the appli-
cation of various data mining techniques (e.g., association
rules [8] and SVM [9]) to predict online purchases.

4. Research Methodology

4.1. Analysis of the Website Contents and Distinguishing

Session States

A typical online store is implemented as a website hosted
on a Web server on the Internet. The website consists
of many pages, each of which is related to some function
(e.g., reading general information about the store, search-
ing for a product, adding the product to a shopping cart,
etc.). At any time multiple users may interact with the
site by opening different pages and performing various
functions, i.e., there may be many active user sessions on
the server.
The presented research was based on data obtained from
an online bookstore (the name of the store is not given in
the paper due to a non-disclosure agreement). The analyzed
website contained not only typical Web store pages but also
related pages with multimedia entertainment contents, like
movies, quizzes, games, etc.
The website contents was analyzed in detail and as a result
each page was assigned to one of the following 15 ses-
sion states: Home – the home page of the bookstore, In-

formation – pages containing general information about the

store, Entertainment – pages with entertainment contents,
Shipping – pages with information on shipping cost and
terms, visited before starting the checkout process, Ship-

ping checkout – pages with shipping information visited
during the checkout process, Browse – browsing interac-
tions, Search – interactions connected with searching for
products according to some keywords, Details – pages with
product information, Add – adding a product to the shop-
ping cart, Register success – successful user registration,
i.e., creating a new user account, Register try – pages con-
nected with the registration process, other than the success-
ful user registration, Login success – successful user log-
ging into the site, Log off – user logout, Checkout try –
pages connected with the checkout process, other than
a purchase confirmation, Checkout success – purchase con-
firmation operation, i.e., a successful finalization of a pur-
chase transaction.

4.2. Source Data

A single user session in an online store is represented on
the Web server as a sequence of HTTP requests sent to the
server by a client (i.e., an Internet browser). All HTTP
requests coming to the server are registered in a server ac-
cess log. In the case of a popular NCSA combined log
format the following data is written in a log file for each
request: client IP address, identifier and username, for au-
thentication, date and time stamp, HTTP method, version
of HTTP protocol, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of
the requested server resource, HTTP status code, the vol-
ume of data transferred for the HTTP request in response,
a referrer that linked the user to the store website, and a user
agent string with some information on the client browser.

In this research the data recorded from 1 to 30 April 2014
was used. All user session data set contained 39,000 obser-
vations. This set was divided into two subsets: a training
set and a test set. The training set was created by drawing
26,000 observations (among which 146 observations con-
tained a purchase confirmation operation). The remaining
13,000 observations (including 72 observations with a pur-
chase confirmation operation) were in the test set.

4.3. Reconstruction and Description of User Sessions

Using a dedicated C++ program data was read from log
files, merged, pre-processed and cleaned. Based on IP ad-
dresses and user agent strings of HTTP requests, request
streams for individual users were distinguished. Assum-
ing that intervals between each two subsequent requests of
the same user in session do not exceed a 30-minute
threshold [21]–[24] user sessions were then identified.
Each user session was described with 23 session fea-
tures. The first group of features includes 15 elements
connected with visits to the session states occurred in
session. A variable VCheckout success is a boolean variable
(equal to one if a purchase transaction was successfully fi-
nalized in session and zero otherwise). Other variables:
VHome, VIn f ormation, VEntertainment , VShipping, VShippingcheckout ,
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VBrowse, VSearch, VDetails, VAdd , VRegister success, VRegister try,
VLogin success, VLog o f f , VCheckout try, are connected with num-
bers of visits to the corresponding session states occurred
in session.
The second group of features includes the following 6 ses-
sion characteristics:

– VRequests, the number of HTTP requests in session,

– VTrans f er, the volume of data downloaded in session
(in kilobytes),

– VPages, the number of pages visited in session,

– VDuration, the session duration (in seconds),

– VTime per page, the mean time per page (in seconds),

– VSource, the source of the visit (a reference from natu-
ral or paid search engine results, an e-mail newsletter,
or a social media site, internal reference from a page
with entertainment content, or other source).

Two last session features, VIs bot and VIs admin, are boolean
variables indicating whether the session was performed by
a Web bot or the website administrator, respectively.

4.4. Problem Formulation

The research goal is to predict user sessions that ended
with purchases, so the sessions were classified depending
on if a purchase transaction was finalized in session or not.
That is why two session classes (browsing sessions and
buying sessions) are considered, differing in the value of
VCheckout success variable, which is a class label yi ∈ {0, 1},
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, in fact. A vector of features, xi, contains
22 predictor variables corresponding to the remaining ses-
sion features.
K-NN classifiers for different k values were built based on
the training set and their performance was evaluated based
on the test set. This research was realized using a free
software for statistical computing, R-project [25].

5. Results and Discussion

First, each of 22 predictor variables for all observations in
the training set and the test set was standardized to have
a mean equal to zero and a variance equal to one. After the
standardization k-NN classifiers for k = 1, 2, . . . , 40 were
built based on the training set. In all cases the proximity
between user sessions was measured by using the Euclidean
metric.
Then, the classifiers performance was evaluated using the
test set. A classification result for each observation may
be a buying session, which is considered to be positive, or
a browsing session, considered to be negative. Depending
on the actual value of the variable VCheckout success (1 or 0)
for each observation, the session classification may be true
or false. Results of the classification may be expressed
with the numbers of true and false positives and negatives

by comparing predicted classifications vs. actual classifica-
tions:

– true positives (TP) is the number of correctly classi-
fied buying sessions,

– true negatives (TN) is the number of correctly clas-
sified browsing sessions,

– false positives (FP) is the number of browsing ses-
sions which were incorrectly classified as buying ses-
sions,

– false negatives (FN) is the number of buying sessions
incorrectly classified as browsing sessions.

As one can see in Figs. 1 and 2, the classification re-
sults differ depending on the number of nearest neighbors
taken into account when determining a class label. The
highest number of correctly classified buying sessions,
i.e., true positives was 63 and this result was achieved
for k ranging from 11 to 15 (Fig. 1). Thus, the classifier
with 11–15 nearest neighbors was the most effective in pre-
dicting online purchases. On the other hand, the highest
number of correctly classified browsing sessions, i.e., true
negatives was 1292 for k equal to 5 (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Results of k-NN classification for buying sessions de-
pending on the neighborhood size.
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Fig. 2. Results of correct k-NN classification for browsing ses-
sions depending on the neighborhood size.
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The quality of the classifiers may be assessed with mea-
sures of predictive accuracy, error rate, and sensitivity. The
accuracy is defined as the percentage of all correct classi-
fications:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP+ FN
. (3)

Similarly, the error rate is the percentage of all incorrect
classifications:

Error rate =
FP+ FN

T P+ TN + FP + FN
. (4)

A sensitivity measure is the percentage of correct classi-
fications of buying sessions, so it is an estimate of the
probability of predicting a buying session:

Sensitivity =
T P

TP+ FN
. (5)

This measure is of the most importance from a retailer’s
point of view, because the ability to identify potential buy-
ers in an online store makes it possible to apply different
incentives to purchase, e.g., by offering special discounts
to make an undecided visitor buy.
The performance rates for k-NN classifiers are illustrated
in Fig. 3. All the classifiers have a very high predictive
accuracy exceeding 99.74% and a correspondingly low er-
ror rate below 0.25%. The sensitivity of the classifiers is
more differentiated, however, and ranges from 70.83% for
k equal to 40 to 87.50% for k ranging from 11 to 15. One
can observe that in general, as k increases the classifier
sensitivity increases as well until the neighborhood size of
15 and then continues to drop.
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Fig. 3. The efficiency of k-NN classification in terms of all user
sessions and buying sessions depending on the neighborhood size.

To sum up, the classifier taking into account the 11 near-
est neighbors was the most effective in predicting buying
sessions and in terms of overall predictions, achieving sen-
sitivity of 87.5% and accuracy of 99.85%.

6. Conclusions

In this paper the problem of supervised classification of
user sessions in a Web store in terms of purchase trans-
action realization was investigated. Using data from a real

online retailer, the authors described each user session with
a 22-element feature vector and performed a k-NN clas-
sification of sessions into two classes: buying sessions
and browsing sessions. Evaluation of the efficiency of
k-NN classifiers for different neighborhood sizes showed
that a classifier based on the 11 nearest neighbors was the
most effective, achieving the overall predictive accuracy
of 99.85%, while being capable of correctly classifying
87.5% buying sessions.
For future work, the authors would like to continue research
on k-NN classification of e-customer sessions by examin-
ing various similarity measures and voting schema among
the k nearest neighbors, as well as to apply various dimen-
sionality reduction techniques to the session feature space.
It would also be worth verifying the efficiency of the pro-
posed approach for other e-commerce data sets.
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